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We study the nonlinear dynamics of hydrothermal waves produced by a surface-tension-driven
convective flow in a long and thin annular channel heated from the side. Above onset, the supercritical
traveling wave pattern undergoes a secondary instability: a supercritical Eckhaus instability. This
leads to a small-wave-number phase-modulated nonlinear mode, and shows the first experimental
evidence of a nonlinearly saturated phase instability mode for traveling wave patterns. At higher
forcing level, this secondary pattern is subject to a tertiary instability. This mode is an amplitude
mode characterized by traveling hole patterns, i.e., space-time defects that change the wave number.
[S0031-9007(98)06211-5]
PACS numbers: 47.20.–k, 47.27.– i, 47.35.+ i, 47.54.+rUnderstanding the transition from order to spatiotem-
poral chaos in extended nonlinear systems remains an
important problem. Physicists first started to study sys-
tems unstable to stationary spatial patterns such as, e.g.,
Rayleigh-Bénard convection [1] and, later on, oscillatory
instabilities and nonlinear traveling-wave patterns. For
1D waves, two closely related mechanisms—Eckhaus [2]
and Benjamin-Feir (BF) [3]—could be invoked. They
have been intensively searched and studied in several
physical systems [4–8]. This research has also been
strongly stimulated by numerical experiments on the com-
plex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE) [9,10]. Remark-
able predictions concern the existence of nonlinear phase
regimes, presumably only in a tiny region close to the
BF stability limit of the CGLE phase diagram: In this
region, BF unstable patterns may show phase turbulence
[9,10], whereas the Eckhaus unstable pattern could bifur-
cate on a supercritical way [4,11] leading to nonlinearly
saturated phase modulations. In this Letter, an annular
wave pattern is produced by a supercritical oscillatory in-
stability. It behaves as a 1D traveling wave with periodic
boundary conditions and should be described by a cubic
CGLE. At higher order parameter, this pattern undergoes
a nonlinearly saturated phase instability—a supercritical
Eckhaus instability—in the form of a persistent small-
wave-number traveling modulation. This is, as far as we
know, the first report of a nonlinear phase pattern on the
way to spatiotemporal chaos for a large system, and con-
firms the above predictions.
Experimental setup.—An annular convection channel
(Fig. 1) with a glass bottom and vertical copper walls
(cf. Ref. [12] for rectangular geometry) is filled with a
thin layer of silicon oil of viscosity n › 0.65 cS and
Prandtl number P › 10. The fluid surface is free. The
channel is 1 cm wide and its mean radius is L ›
8 cm. The perimeter is 50 cm which corresponds to an
aspect ratio G › 2pLyh › 300 for h › 1.7 mm. The
outer copper wall is cooled by a thermoregulated fluid
circulation at 293 K while the inner copper block is heated0031-9007y98y80(21)y4661(4)$15.00electrically. Thermocouples allow accurate measurements
of the temperature difference DT across the channel.
This difference is typically established with a 620 mK
stability. Convective patterns are observed through the
glass bottom by shadowgraphy. Images are digitized and
processed numerically as spatiotemporal diagrams of 512
data points extracted from a mean circle and plotted
along time.
Basic flow.—The convective flow created by this hor-
izontal thermal gradient was described by Daviaud and
Vince [12]. The thermal gradient across the cell induces
a surface tension gradient on the free surface of the fluid.
Because of the Marangoni effect, this gradient generates
a surface flow towards the cold side, with a bottom recir-
culation: The basic flow is a long annular roll. Above
a given threshold DT0, and for low fluid thickness h ,
2.8 mm, this flow becomes unstable with respect to hor-
izontal traveling waves (TW) which propagate along the
channel (Fig. 1), i.e., the roll axis. This behavior charac-
terizing hydrothermal waves, was predicted by Smith and
Davis [13], detected in several experiments [12,14], and
recently studied numerically in conditions close to our ex-
perimental situation by Mercier and Normand [15].
In this Letter, we report the observation of hy-
drothermal traveling waves near the minimum of the
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the annular channel with sketch of
traveling hydrothermal waves and acquisition circle (- - -).© 1998 The American Physical Society 4661
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h › s1.7 6 0.1d mm. At this point, the first bifurcation
to hydrothermal waves occurs at DT0 › 3.5 K. This
value is locally almost independent of h. This stability
of the onset simplifies the experimental task because
the fluid height decreases typically by 0.01 mm 3 h21,
due to evaporation and capillarity. We note also that
the thickness of the fluid layers varies along the channel
owing to a slight nonhorizontality of the cell and even
more negligible curvature of the bottom plate. For the
present set of experiments, h was kept in a 60.04 mm
range along the channel. This small imperfection induces
a small (typically 4%) modulation of the local wave num-
ber of the pattern around its mean value. This modulation
can be easily subtracted during the data processing phase.
Just above onset DT0, the waves invade the cell leading
generally, as reported for the rectangular cell, to a classi-
cal source/sink pattern. However, after a relatively long
transient, the defects generally annihilate, leading to a
single homogeneous plane wave rotating along the annu-
lus in either direction. The wave number selected by the
source for a source/sink system is typically k0 › 61yL,
whereas defectless wave patterns select between 50 and
57 wavelengths in the cell. This first bifurcation is super-
critical, as shown in Fig. 2: The amplitude of the wave
pattern behaves like sDT 2 DT0d1y2. Thus this system is
a very good prototype for the study of supercritical homo-
geneous traveling wave patterns with periodic boundary
conditions in a large aspect ratio container. It should be
compared to binary-fluid convection for a subcritical TW
bifurcation [5,6], to oscillatory instability studies in argon
with small aspect ratio [4] or nonhomogeneous patterns
[16], and to oscillatory rotating convection [7].
Notation and data processing.—Following the usual
framework of nonlinear patterns, we will try to extract
FIG. 2. Critical behavior of the first instability of the channel
flow: the onset of traveling waves. We have plotted the squared
amplitude jAj2 for various values of the control parameter
DT , and also various wave patterns. Squares correspond to
homogeneous left or right TW, whereas circles represents
source/sink patterns. Data for different wave-number patterns
are collected together and are coherent with threshold DT0 ›
3.50 K and critical exponent 1y2.4662from the spatiotemporal images the quantities which could
be directly written in a nonlinear model equation such
as CGLE. For that purpose, the real shadowgraphic data
ursx, td related to the thermal field can be written as
ur sx, td › ucsx, td 1 c.c 1 . . . , (1)
ucsx, td › AsX, Td expfisv0t 2 k0xdg , (2)
AsX, T d › RsX, Td expfiFsX, T dg , (3)
where uc is called the complexified signal, AsX, T d is
a complex amplitude depending on the slow variables
X and T , RsX, T d is its modulus, c.c. stands for the
complex conjugate, and the dots for harmonics. In order
to be demodulated, real data are complexified by the three
following operations [17]: a Fourier transform of ur , a
wide bandpass filtering around the positive fundamental
in Fourier space, and then the reverse Fourier transform
which creates the complexified signal uc. The complex
spatiotemporal image of uc will be viewed as follows:
(i) Its modulus.—RsX, Td, i.e., the local amplitude of
the wave.
(ii) The two gradients of its phase w.—≠tw › v0 1
≠T FsX, T d and ≠xw › k0 1 ≠XFsX, T d, i.e., the local
frequency and local wave number of the pattern.
Results.—The first perturbations of the TW field ob-
served above DT0 consists of the appearance of small
phase modulations of the pattern. The system appears
to be very sensitive to such modulations: Once e ›
DTyDT0 2 1 is positive, due to noise, we observe very
small nonhomogeneities of the local wave number travel-
ing slowly along the cell. The velocity of these structures
is typically 6 times slower than the phase velocity. Their
amplitude is close to our noise detection level, i.e., of or-
der 0.1yL for the wave-number modulation ≠XF. To get
more information we forced these modulations by drop-
ping a few drops of oil into the channel. This perturbation
is done extremely fast with respect to the thermal time.
The relaxation of this forced perturbation is illustrated
in Fig. 3 which shows the local wave number ≠XF along
time for the first 2000 s. After two rounds, the spatial
harmonics of the initial pulse-shaped pattern have relaxed.
The remaining pattern is a sine modulation at the size
of the box. This corresponds to a compression-dilatation
mode of the wavelength of the basic TW mode, which
will be called carrier, by analogy with the radio-frequency
domain. However, this phase modulation is also slowly
damped. To measure this damping rate, we demodulate
this ≠XF signal. After a spatial bandpass filtering at
about KM › 1yL—the size of the box—we extract the
amplitude qsT d of the local wave-number modulation:
≠XFsX, Td › qsT d expfisVMT 2 KMXdg 1 . . . . (4)
This amplitude is plotted in Fig. 4. It is exponentially
damped with a characteristic time t › 4500 s. This
explains why the very small spontaneous modulations,
VOLUME 80, NUMBER 21 P HY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 25 MAY 1998FIG. 3. Evolution of the perturbation ( just before t › 0) of a
stable TW pattern for DT › 4.0 K or e › 0.15. The carrier
TW pattern consists of 55 wavelengths sk0 › 55yLd traveling
at frequency v0y2p › 0.51 Hz. This space-time picture with
periodic spatial boundary conditions represents the local wave
number ≠XF of the pattern: dark (clear) regions show low
(high) wave numbers, i.e., dilatations (compressions) of the
TW carrier. For noise reduction this image has been filtered
in space: It shows only the first four modes. The period of the
first mode, at wave number KM › 1yL, is tM › 2pyVM ›
485 s, i.e., typically 300 times the period of the carrier.
due to experimental noise, are regularly observed over
several hundred seconds. In fact, this very low rate is
the signature of a secondary bifurcation for slightly higher
temperature gradient.
Once e is set greater than e1 › 0.66 we observe
the wave-number modulation at KM › 1yL to globally
grow, saturate and persist for several hours (Fig. 5). This
transition has no hysteresis. It’s a supercritical Hopf
bifurcation. The bifurcated modulation amplitude is quite
small compared to the forced modulation: typically 2–
3 times the noise level. This secondary instability is a
phase instability because the local amplitude R of the
carrier wave is almost unaffected by the modulation.
It is also an Eckhaus instability because it affects the
FIG. 4. Amplitude qsT d of the wave-number modulation for
its first mode—of the size of the box—for 20 000 s after
perturbation of the carrier TW. The noise level 0.12yL is
achieved after 12 000 s, for this very strong perturbation of
order 2yL, i.e., 4% of the mean wave number k0 › 55yL. The
first 2048 s corresponds to the data of Fig. 3.longitudinal variable. In fact, by increasing the constraint
above e2 › 0.9 we recover the usual Eckhaus behavior.
Figure 6 represents the evolution of a k0 › 52yL
modulated carrier pattern when e is increased above
e2. We observe the spontaneous growth of high wave-
number modulations leading to space-time defects or
amplitude holes [16], where the amplitude goes to zero
and the phase jumps by p (see caption for details). After
six phase jumps, the mean wave number of the carrier
TW has decreased to k0 › 46yL and the patterns relax
towards a nonmodulated state. Note that this example
corresponds to a strong increase of the control parameter
e. For smaller steps above e2, the transient state lasts
much longer: Many more traveling amplitude holes
are observed, whereas only five or six of them reach
the zero-amplitude level and change the carrier pattern
wave number. This recalls the slow chaotic state [5]
for the Eckhaus transition of subcritical TW. Further
increase of the thermal constraint produces a new Eckhaus
modulation followed again by a loss of one or two
wavelengths. The scenario reproduces itself several times
until, for k0 of order 40yL, weak turbulence arises,
consisting mainly of amplitude hole defects.
The Eckhaus instability has been carefully studied for
TW patterns in Rayleigh-Bénard convection [4–7] or
wakes of bluff bodies [8]. In those experiments, this
instability always appears to be subcritical, even if not
explicitly stated, with exponential growth of phase modu-
lations up to the point where an amplitude hole breaks
the underlying carrier TW. No stable nonlinear phase
mode was ever reported. In the present experiment, the
Eckhaus instability is encountered for increasing control
parameter which means that the stability domain, unlike
the classical parabola for Rayleigh-Bénard convection, is
somewhat slanted. Nevertheless, the existence of stable
nonlinear solutions for the phase equation—the modu-
lated pattern—has been predicted analytically by Fauve
FIG. 5. Space-time image of the local wave number of
the k0L › 51 and v0y2p › 0.61 Hz hydrothermal wave for
DT › 6.6 K or e › 0.88. This wave-number modulation is
nonlinearly saturated and propagates steadily along time. Ac-
cording to Eq. (4), we measure qL › 0.20 6 0.04, 2pyVM ›
332 s, and KML › 1. Higher spatial frequencies are filtered
and the contrast is enhanced 8 times with respect to Fig. 3.4663
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lated TW pattern toward a stable k0 › 46yL pattern, when
e grows from 0.69 to 0.99 above e2. This image represents
the local wave number without any filtering or enhancement:
The KM › 1yL modulation of the initial pattern is thus not
visible. Suddenly, near t › 250 s, higher spatial frequencies
start growing and generate six traveling wave-number peaks.
The velocity of these structures is the same as the phase
velocity of the previous modulation. The wave-number peaks
correspond to growing phase jumps: once they reach p , with
the local amplitude simultaneously attaining zero (not shown)
and the local wave number changing sign, they create six space-
time defects which each annihilate one wavelength of the TW
pattern.
[11] and calculated by Janiaud et al. [4]. The latter also
observed supercritical pulses in numerical CGLE in the
vicinity of the BF instability curve, a feature which is
very similar to the one reported here. We did not try to
measure the CGLE coefficients relevant to our experiment
but, owing to the very long relaxation time observed just
above the first bifurcation threshold (Fig. 4), we estimate
the BF line to be close. Finally, note that our observations
are limited to a small window in the DT range: Once
the phase modulation amplitude grows, it triggers an
amplitude instability and its train of correlated space-
time defects. This behaves like the growing long-lived
transients for subcritical Eckhaus [4–8], where the KM ›
1yL mode grows until a defect is created. However, in
our case, the defects are nucleated by the growth of higher
wave-number modes, e.g., harmonics number 6 or 7. We
may thus suspect that, whereas the low wave-number
modes are nonlinearly damped, the spatial harmonics
which arise further above Eckhaus onset, are not. These
defects are traveling hole patterns whose evolution is
qualitatively similar to the Nozaki-Bekki hole solution
of CGLE [16,18] or homoclinic holes [19]. These holes
precede “amplitude” or “defect” turbulence for higher
DT , which is currently being studied.
In conclusion, we wish to emphasize the qualitative
similarity of this experimental observation with numerical
studies of the phase diagram for BF unstable regimes4664of supercritical CGLE (Fig. 3 of Ref. [9]). As CGLE
presents a continuous transition from pure waves to phase
turbulence and then to defect turbulence, our experiment
transits from pure waves to nonlinearly saturated modu-
lation—a pure nonlinear phase mode—and then to an
amplitude regime consisting of space-time defects.
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